SPECIAL ORDER NO. 216
Series of 2011

In the interest of the service, the following POEA officials, employees and service contractors are hereby directed to attend the POEA 2011 Teambuilding Exercise to be held at the Splash Island Resort at Southwoods Eccocentrum, Biñan, Laguna on Saturday, 28 May 2011:

1. AGUILA, JULIE ANN J.
2. ALA, VANESSA A.
3. ALCANTARA, ALLAN LEVI S.
4. ALLANIGUE, GINA S.
5. ALMENDARES III, LORENZO C.
6. ANDAYA, ELIZABETH
7. ANDAYA, RONALD FRANCIS
8. ALOGOC, EDILBERTO V.
9. AQUINO, DELY C.
10. ARICAYOS, NANCY B.
11. AYSON, MARIPEL D.
12. BALBERDE, RIZALINA C.
13. BARRAMEDA, MERYLYN P.
14. BASA, JENNY
15. BASTES, SHOUNY
16. BERIBER, MERYLY JANE R.
17. BERSAMEN, VIOLETA V.
18. BICALAN, MARVIN B.
19. BORELA, EMILY B.
20. BORGOÑOS, MA. LOURDES V.
21. BORINGOT, ERWIN B.
22. BRIZ, CARMELITA P.
23. BRIZ, CLARK
24. CABANAÑAS, JOY G.
25. CABRERA, REYNALDO E.
26. CALLETOR, ARLEEN PABLITA B.
27. CANTARA, JONALYN B.
28. CAPIN, RICARDO C.
29. CASTILLO, CHARITY
30. CORREA, LELINDA N.
31. CUNANAN, DAVID JOHN A.
32. DAIGAN, JOSEPHINE N.
33. DAPUYEN, SONIA C.
34. DAVID, ARCHIE L.
35. DAYSIA, LOVELYN N.
36. DE GUZMAN, RUVIE P.
37. DE JESUS, ALDINE R.
38. DE LEON, ALLAIN
39. DE LUNA, ANGELINA D.
40. DE ROBLES, APOLLO C.
41. DELA CRUZ, CLARIZAL B.
42. DELA CRUZ, CLIFFORD
43. DIMazon, Vilma
44. DUMIGPI, ERAIDA J.
45. DUYAN, JIMAFE
46. EBORA, MERIAM B.
47. ESTORES, JESSICA R.
48. FLORES, JOSEPH D.
49. GALLEGOS, LEONOR C.
50. GALLIGUEZ, RAMIL P.
51. GERIO, ANTOIN
52. GUEVARRA, RICHIE M.
53. IGHARAS, LOREVEL O.
54. JARAMILLA, ROMEO M.
55. JIMENA, NERISSA S.
56. JOSEF, LIGAYA P.
57. LAPUT, RAQUEL O.
58. LAZARITO, CHERYL
59. LÁZARO, AMELITA A.
60. LEODONES, NEZZA-LYN C.
61. MACARUBBO, MYRNA L.
62. MACAS, CARMELA
63. MANCILLA, ELIZABETH
64. MARIANO, ARLELITA M.
65. MARTINEZ, ROLANDO D.
66. MENDEZ, GERALDINE C.
67. MERCADO, CHRISTINE D.
68. MIRABUENO, ELIZABETH D.
69. MONDRAgon, jayson E.
70. MORA, JULIETA B.
71. MUÑOZ, ALPHA ELIZABETH
72. NAKAR, RAYMOND JEFFERSON R.
73. NOTARTE, RYAN G.
74. OBENARIO, REYAN E.
75. ORTIZO, CORAZON
76. PALMA, WINNIE FRIDA M
77. PALMES, MELVEN L.
78. PANUELOS, EDMUNDO B.
79. PEÑA, ROGELIO S.
80. PEREZ, ELOISA B.
Aforementioned officials, employees and service contractors are instructed to assemble at the POEA Lobby from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. on Saturday, 28 May 2011. The buses shall leave from the POEA at exactly 7:00 a.m. *Those who fail to attend the said activity shall be charged the corresponding amount of P1,070.00 inclusive of food, entrance fee and transportation expenses.*

Participants from the REU are entitled to transportation expenses subject to the availability of funds and the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

Likewise, please be reminded that bringing of any food and alcoholic beverages are not allowed at the Splash Island Resort.

Further, Mr. Manuel D. Ojena of the General Services and Property Division (GSPD) is hereby instructed to provide transportation service to the HRD Division staff who will serve as advance party on 28 May 2011 using POEA service vehicle Nissan Urvan with plate number SJA 873.

For strict compliance.

Mandaluyong City, 24 May 2011.

[Signature]
CARLOS S. CAO, Jr.
Administrator